
Add the word signature to these sentences.

 
The chef's                        dish is delicious.  

My mum's                       looks like a scribble 
to me. 

I have been practising my                       . 

Is that your                        ? 

Trace the word signature. 
 

Use a dictionary to define the 
word signature. 

 
 
 

  How many words can you make out of the 
letters in the word signature?

 
 
 
 

Write your own statement containing the word signature.

 
 

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word signature
signeture                    siggnature                    signachure

Write the syllables of the word 
signature inside the hands.

Which letter from the word 
signature is missing below?

Statutory Spelling Word Activity Mat: signature 1

Complete the word signature.

 signature     sig       re          a                 ure  sig           

Which word class does the 
word signature belong to? 

noun verb adjective
adverb conjunction pronoun
preposition determiner

ui

re

n

g

s

a



Statutory Spelling Word Activity Mat: sincere 2

Add the word sincere to these sentences.

   
Please accept my                      apologies.

 
Do you think he is                     ? 

I'm lucky to have such                     friends. 

Are you                     ? 

Trace the word sincere. 
 

Use a dictionary to define the 
word sincere. 

 
 
 

Write a synonym and an antonym for  
the word sincere.

Synonym:                               
 

Antonym:                              

Write your own question containing the word sincere.

 
 

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word sincere.

   sinsere                        sinscere           sinceer

Write the syllables of the word 
sincere inside the hands.

Which of the letters below is not  
in the word sincere?

Complete the word sincere.

sincere    si        re  s       c      e   sin                 cere

Which word class does the 
word sincere belong to? 

noun verb adjective
adverb conjunction pronoun
preposition determiner

rns

c ee

i

a



Statutory Spelling Word Activity Mat: soldier 3

Add the word soldier to these sentences. 
 

Do you really want to become  
a                     ?

 
My uncle is a                     .

 
The                     was exceptionally brave. 

 
Groaning with pain, the  

                        crawled to safety.

Use a dictionary to define the 
word soldier. 

 
 
 

Write the syllables of the word 
soldier inside the hands.

Which letter from the word soldier is 
missing below?

Which word classes does the 
word soldier belong to? 

noun verb adjective
adverb conjunction pronoun
preposition determiner

rse

i do

Trace the word soldier. 
 

How many words can you make out of the 
letters in the word soldier?

 
 
 

Write your own exclamation containing the word soldier. 
 
 

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word soldier. 
 

  solder              soldure                solider

Complete the word soldier.

 soldier     sol         s              r           ier  so         er 



Statutory Spelling Word Activity Mat: stomach 4

Add the word stomach to these sentences. 
 
 

Do you have any pain in your                  ? 
 

My                    is sore.

 
I couldn't                    the putrid smell.

 
I have butterflies in my                   . 

Use a dictionary to define the 
word stomach. 

 
 
 

Write the syllables of the word 
stomach inside the hands.

Which of the letters below is not in 
the word stomach?

Which word classes does the 
word stomach belong to? 

noun verb adjective
adverb conjunction pronoun
preposition determiner

Trace the word stomach. 
 

Write your own question containing the word stomach as a noun. 
 
 

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word stomach. 
 

  stumach               stomack              stomache

Complete the word stomach.

 stomach             ach  s        a      stom         st         h 

Write a synonym and an antonym for the 
verb stomach.

Synonym:                               
 

Antonym:                              

mo

tc

e

h

s

a



Statutory Spelling Word Activity Mat: sufficient 5

Add the word sufficient to these sentences. 
 

The judge had                       evidence to 
charge the man. 

Will that be                    ? 
 

Our home is                      for our needs. 
 

We are lucky to have                      food.

Trace the word sufficient. 
 

Use a dictionary to define the 
word sufficient. 

 
 
 

Which word classes does the 
word sufficient belong to? 

Write your own sentence containing the word sufficient.

 
 

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word sufficient.

 suficient               suffishent         suffisient

Write the syllables of the word 
sufficient inside the hands.

Which letter from the word 
sufficient is missing below?

Complete the word sufficient.

  sufficient

noun verb adjective

adverb conjunction pronoun
preposition determiner

 suffic        su        i                ient suf          nt

ufs

ui

Write a synonym and an antonym for the 
word sufficient.

Synonym:                               
 

Antonym:                              

u
c

n

e

i t


